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Everyone stand up….



SIT DOWN IF….. when you were stressed out….

You have ever lost sleep worrying about something, 
You have eaten too much junk food under stressful conditions,
You have ever got drunker than you would really have liked to,
You were shouty or grumpy with someone you care about, when they were 
trying to help you, 
You have bitten your nails, or driven too fast or failed to notice you left the oven 
on.
Anyone left standing?? probably not.
THIS SHOWS THAT THESE RESPONSES TO STRESS AND DIFFICULTY HAPPEN TO 
EVERYONE. ITS JUST THAT FOR SOME OF OUR PATIENTS THE STRESS IS SO 
OVERHWLEMING THAT THESE SOMEWHAT DYSFUNCTIONAL RESPONSES MAY  
BECOME THE NORM



A practical problem…”I don’t want any tablets 
and I am too busy for counselling!!”
Angie, aged 28 comes to see you complaining of headaches. Physical 
assessment is unremarkable, it becomes clear she is under 
considerable stress.
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A practical problem…”I don’t want any tablets 
and I am too busy for counselling!!”
Angie, aged 28 comes to see you complaining of headaches. Physical 
assessment is unremarkable, it becomes clear she is under considerable 
stress.

1) She works 3 days as a primary school teacher, with OFSTED coming up she 
is under pressure to work on her non work days.

2) She is a single parent. Her ex was violent towards her but  now wants  
unsupervised access to her son. Is that is safe. Is her ex a good role model?

3) She is tearful and low. She struggled to get a safe place for her and her 
son…”It keeps coming back to me now…I was in such a rush to get away, I do 
not think I really got over it properly, I have never told anyone what 
happened”



What does this feel like for the clinician?

Before we consider what could help Angie, lets think about what effect 
this has on us as her clinician….how does it feel to be faced with a 
problem like this? What if the first 10 people you see in the morning all 
have similar kinds of intense distress and problems?

In pairs write down the kinds of feelings you have when faced with a 
story like Angie’s….



Hopes and fears FOR CLINICIANS 
THEMSELVES, WORKING WITH Angie
What are the issues for clinicians?



Mental health in Primary Care

• MANY consultations include significant mental health issues

• OUR BEHAVIOUR AS CLINICIANS can increase wellbeing, increase 
empowerment and improve our relationships with patients, which 
results in better clinical outcomes of all kinds.

• THIS IS BETTER FOR CLINICIANS TOO

• MANY TECHNIQUES that work for patients HELP US TOO.



Taking a holistic view

The key idea….

We move from a transactional approach….
(What’s wrong? Here is a solution)

…to a relationship based approach….
(Help me to understand, can we work together on this)



Mental health in Primary Care

The key idea….

We move from a transactional approach….
(What’s wrong? Here is a solution)

to a relationship based approach….
(Help me to understand, can we work together on this)

My story is broken, can you help me fix it?



This PowerPoint includes

Some BACKGROUND about the SCIENCE

PHYSICAL techniques to improve mental health.

PSYCHOLOGICAL techniques to improve mental health.

SOCIAL techniques to improve mental health.

See also the resources in the  Teaching and Learning Consultation skills Module

TALC ADVANCED SKILLS FOR EFFECTIVE EXPLANATIONS AND PLANNING OF 
PERSONALISED CARE chapter THERAPEUTIC CONVERSATION; mental health skills 
without drugs and HOW TO ENJOY THOSE PATIENTS WITH REALLY LONG TERM 
PROBLEMS; THE POSITIVE BATHE METHOD



A practical problem…”I don’t want any tablets 
and I am too busy for counselling!!”
Angie, headaches. considerable stress.
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single parent. Her ex was violent her son. Is her son safe? 
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A practical problem…”I don’t want any tablets 
and I am too busy for counselling!!”
Angie, headaches. considerable stress.

under pressure to work on her non work days.

single parent. Her ex was violent her son. Is her son safe? 

tearful and low

“I do not think I really got over it properly”

Lets begin by understanding how GOOD mental health is 
established (or not)



How do people relate to clinicians they meet?

“Many people do not listen to understand; they listen with the intent to 
reply”  (Stephen Covey 7 Habits of Highly Successful People).

What really happens such a patient says to you “thank you for 
listening”  or “I feel so much better now I have talked with you”? 

There are approaches that make this helpful outcome more likely.



A paradox?

INTERPERSONAL PRESSURES (eg not being  in control of 
work) in life/workplaces can result in stress

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS are also the KEY 
sources of mitigation and support for adverse 
circumstances.



The neuroscience background

What is happening in the brain and the body when we are in states of 
distress?

How do mentally healthy ways of life begin?

How can that go wrong?

What changes does that cause in the  brain?

How can clinicians change what they do to help people in distress?



“There is no such thing as a baby...”
THERE IS ONLY A BABY WITH A PARENT OR 
PARENTS….
How long would one of those cygnets live 
without a parent?
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clearly shows that
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“There is no such thing as a baby...”

...”there is always a baby and SOMEONE”, the science of ATTACHMENT 
clearly shows that

Attachment (to that someone usually a parent) means if a baby/child is 
disturbed or upset they can….

Experience comfort/safety/reduced fear

Learn self soothing

Learn emotional regulation

If their attachment has been damaged THIS MAY NOT HAPPEN 
PROPERLY OR AT ALL



The still face experiment shows this in action

These video resources provide fascinating insights into how young children 
can experience parental emotional inconsistency and how this can give rise 
to distress. Imagine a child’s life where they get a “still face” most of the 
time.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Pcr1Rmr1rM&ab_channel=Children%2
7sInstitute (fathers)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0&ab_channel=UMassBost
on (mothers)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOR7jId8wYk&ab_channel=Lise-
LotteAustad what happens when the still face is a mobile phone….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Pcr1Rmr1rM&ab_channel=Children'sInstitute
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0&ab_channel=UMassBoston
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOR7jId8wYk&ab_channel=Lise-LotteAustad


Still face shows…

Distress when interpersonal support not available

Dysfunctional self soothing

Restoration with good parenting again

Depending on the parenting experiences, the attachment which 
generates good interpersonal support may be missing. So if we 
understand NORMAL attachment we may also get to understand what 
happens when attachment is damaged in some way



Love Fear and Health; Maunder and Hunter

These videos discuss how attachment styles differ between people (usually as a result of childhood 
experiences). This affects the way individuals relate to clinicians or others who interact with them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHHCy1IHTUc

If interested you may also like to watch these, where the ideas are explored further.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX8RiJjcVcA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0HhjA-2sL0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHHCy1IHTUc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX8RiJjcVcA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0HhjA-2sL0


ATTACHMENT patterns and health

How do attachment patterns affect the way people interact with their 
health care professionals?



SECURE ATTACHMENT

Had good access to security and safety growing up 

Gives a coherent narrative

Appreciates what other people may need/be thinking

Has realistic expectations



INSECURE ATTACHMENT; support seeking

Increased health anxiety; much fear

Use more health resources

Less coherent narratives

Hypersensitive to others negative intentions ( not to positive ones)

“needy and unsatisfied”…makes others frustrated and rejecting.

Have trouble ending the conversation...

Patients like this may feel a bit clingy, so clinicians often react by 
pushing away a bit?



AVOIDANT ATTACHMENT; self reliant

Mistrust people, so intimacy avoided

Give a brief narrative, no detail, prevents patient being seen as needy 
or weak

Prioritize autonomy so may not seek help in time

Do not collaborate if their autonomy is threatened

Have trouble starting the conversation...

Clinicians might recognise the person who consults late in an illness, or 
who does not cooperate with the diabetic nurse and does it their own 
way?



Anxiety plus Avoidance;  CAUTIOUS or 
FEARFUL ATTACHMENT
May have coped with insecure attachment by avoiding too 
much social contact, not asking for help, may have high 
distress,  may use healthcare erratically and also have high 
rates of persistent physical symptoms of all kinds.

The unspoken message is 

“I am hurting, I cant let you help me!”

“I hate you; don’t leave me!”

This a relatively more difficult pattern in healthcare…see the 
book LOVE FEAR and HEALTH for helpful discussions.



What attachment behaviour do clinicians 
show?
May be slightly avoidant about their own healthcare, and also 
sometimes their own training….favour autonomy don’t ask for 
support…this approach endorsed in many hospital settings. 

Clinicians in training can be also be anxiously attached in their help 
seeking from the trainer….hard to reassure, hard to stop the 
conversation….

Clinicians are always trying to get the balanced right between doing 
things and getting on with it, versus asking for help appropriately…not 
too much and not too little!



What happens when there has been trauma?

TRAUMA changes the brain especially if there is abnormal attachment 
to begin with.



What happens if you experience this? As the mother? 
The child?



What happens when there has been trauma?

Turns out that trauma has demonstrable effects on the BRAIN

These effects change how people respond to many situations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKWUmwxi1ZI

Discusses how trauma can affect the brain.

(Turns out the high alert levels from trauma also affect learning;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoqaUANGvpA&ab_channel=Jaco
bHam )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKWUmwxi1ZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoqaUANGvpA&ab_channel=JacobHam


The Body Keeps the Score and physical health

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQFLQNUVWrw

This video discusses an example of how trauma can affect physical 
health in future years and what some of the mechanisms are.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQFLQNUVWrw


PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS

• Mind and body are linked and AFFECT EACH OTHER

• HEART...has many AFFERENT connections to the brain

• GUT...many neural connections going on both directions

• SENSORY info  from all sources ..mediated by the mind



The brain and mental wellbeing;
what we know
Our brains evolved to deal with THREAT

This gives us a BUILT IN NEGATIVITY BIAS

We respond more to negative things…eg we remember one remark 
saying “That is  not good enough!” more than five remarks saying 
“that’s fine”.





We see the snake and the cactus…

• Fast pathways via the amygdala trigger sympathetic drive

• Same reaction can happen later if we just see the cactus without the 
snake!

• The exciting pathway does not explain WHY we are fearful to the 
conscious mind

• We start to feel tense ( without necessarily linking it to a reason), we 
start to perceive more threat, get more wound up etc

• This is particularly true if the threat relates to events from our 
childhood, when our brains didn’t store memory so effectively, even 
more so in events that were frightening to us as children. 



Where does this happen?

• Amygdala; FLIGHT OR FIGHT

• Hypothalamus; ACTIVATES SYMAPTHETIC ADRENALINE/CORTISOL

• Hippocampus; ARRANGES FOR STORAGE OF STRESSFUL EXPERIENCES

• Cortex; REGULATORY FUNCTIONS



In the brain

Increased threat sensitivity, outside stimuli more likely to be felt as 
threatening (activates autonomic nervous system)

Increased sensitivity to internal processes

Attempts to “numb” the difficulty…often with drugs and alcohol, help 
seeking behaviours, cortex becomes less sensitive to the emotional 
upset…but also less sensitive to pleasure, enjoyment, positive things.



STRESS; A VICIOUS CIRCLE

NEGATIVE 
EXPERIENCE

FIRES 
AMYGDALA

HYPOTHALAMUS STIMULATES 
ADRENALINE AND CORTISOL

STRESS HORMONES CIRCULATE
STRESS HORMONES 

SENSITISE 
AMYGDALA



Three stress systems:

AVOIDING HARMS, SEEKING SAFETY=BRAIN STEM  (lizard brain) stress 
response=FREEZE (play dead, dissociate)



An example of the “freeze” response from the 
news
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Three systems

• AVOIDING HARMS, SEEKING SAFETY=BRAIN STEM  (lizard brain)

• APPROACHING REWARDS=SUBCORTEX (Dopamine )

• ATTACHING TO OTHERS=CORTEX (oxytocin etc) Stress response FLEE 
and FIND HELP, if no help available FAWN and try to PLACATE attacker 
(eg in domestic abuse)



To help people feel safe….
PET THE LIZARD…REWARD THE MOUSE …
HUG THE MONKEY



Creating  sense of safety is crucial. We need to pet the lizard, reward the mouse, hug the monkey.. Do this by

Petting the lizard…make sure spaces are safe, 
actions that may seem scary (eg examinations) 
made safer with careful explanation and 
consent.

Reward the mouse by giving them useful 
resources, rewarding them with attention

Hug the monkey with empathic statements, 
building the relationship, offering continuity.



More neuroscience

• Emerging science of the INSULA

• This structure integrates information from..

• the NEOCORTEX ( somatosensory information)

• The LIMBIC system( feelings emotions bonding social relationships 
and control, communication with others)

• BRAIN STEM..control unconscious physiological processes 



INSULA; Mind and body integrated at the insula

• RIGHT insula ; sympathetic activation, increased pain perception, 
anxiety = a REACTIVE STATE

• LEFT insula; parasympathetic activation, calmer mental states, 
relaxation , pain inhibition= a RESPONSIVE STATE Can be activated by 
breathing and relaxation, meditation etc

RIGHT and LEFT INSULA SHOW RECIPROCAL INHIBITION



Sympathetic/parasympathetic drives are 
reciprocal
http://www.foundationforpositivementalhealth.com/listen-
now/breathing-exercise/

Modern life 
increases tension 
and sympathetic 

drive

Positive mental 
training relaxes and 

increases 
parasympathetic 

drive



What PHYSICAL THINGS could help Angie 
cope better?



What PHYSICAL THINGS could help Angie 
cope better?
• Sleep

• exercise

• Diet

• Avoiding alcohol

• Hugs from her mother

• Regular meals at work

• We can also influence feelings through changes in the way we 
breathe and think.



What PSYCHOLOGICAL contributions could 
clinicians make?
• SKILLS FOR “HOLDING” SITUATIONS/SKILLS FOR COPING WITH LOSS 

including bereavement

• SOLUTION FOCUSSED SKILLS including GROW MODEL

• PHERMA model to engage patients own actions

• THERAPEUTIC CONVERSATION THROUGH ADVANCED EMPATHY SKILLS



What SOCIAL things could help Angie?

Connection to a suitable service like IRIS.

Encourage her to TALK WITH FRIENDS FAMILY OR FIND A SUPPORT 
GROUP

Encourage her to FIND SUPPORT AT WORK for the work things.








